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Mammogram screening guidelines alberta

Hero Pictures/Getty Images Where should you go? Is it going to hurt? How long does it take? Experts have answers to all your questions about the mammogram, so you are ready and relaxed at the first meeting. Credit: Glow Wellness/Getty Images Before your first mammogram, you're sure to have
questions about the procedure, which involves getting a series of X-rays of breast tissue to screen for breast problems. Many women associate mammograms with a diagnosis of breast cancer, so they are afraid of them and postpone appointments. But they shouldn't: The American Cancer Society notes
that a relatively small number of mammograms, between two and four out of every 1,000, result in a diagnosis of breast cancer, and these appointments may be key to detecting breast cancer early. RELATED: 6 Women on what their first mammogram really felt like different organizations recommend
different guidelines for the age at which a woman should start getting mammograms and how often they should be screened. Many women get their first mammogram at 40, but you should consult with your doctor about the risk of breast cancer and what screening routine is right for you. To help you
overcome your mammogram fears and take control of breast health, we reached out to radiologists who read mammograms every day. Here they share everything you should know before you get your first mammogram, from how to find a device to what to bring with you. RELATED: What exactly is breast
ultrasound-and when would you need one? Advertising Advertising Credit: Douglas Sacha/Getty Images While smelling as fresh as a daisy is ideal, aluminum in deodorant can seriously alter your mammogram results. Deodorant appears on a mammogram as white spots, and they look very similar and to
not dissimiate from places that are cancer, says Laurie Margolies, MD, radiologist at Mount Sinai Health Care in New York.Although you're not applying deodorant directly to your breasts, mammograms take pictures of your armpits too. Any products nearby can mar screening. If you forget to postpone an
antiperspirant pre-mammogram, your technologist or radiologist will ask you to wash off the product so that you can re-poach the images and get a clearer picture. Some offices that offer mammograms can also provide wet wipes in their dressing rooms, so you can wipe off your deodorant before
screening. RELATED: Why You Probably Don't Have to Do Breast Self-Exam-And What Doctors Say To Do Instead Credit: Emilija Manevska/Getty Images Breasts tend to be the most sensitive leading to and during menstruation. Since the mammogram involves gluing the breast between the two plates
and flattening the tissue, doing so with hypersensitive breasts tends to be uncomfortable. Plan it a week after your period is complete. That's when hormones are most stable, suggests Mitva Patel, MD, a breast radiologist at Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center in Columbus, Ohio.RELATED: How
Sticky Bra Helped Me Discover I Breast Cancer Advertising Credit: Joos Mind/Getty Images You should choose a certified mammogram device and, better yet, the Center of Excellence, says Dr Patel. Certified centers adhere to a mandatory accreditation program, while centers of excellence undergo
additional voluntary accreditation processes, as determined by the American College of Radiology. These verified centers read breast mammograms daily, so you know you're getting the right screening in terms of procedure and results. There's a difference between someone who occasionally reads a
mammogram and someone who reads only breasts all day because you're getting better at it, notes Dr. Patel.To find Patel.To certified device or center of excellence near you, using the American College of Radiology's useful search tool. RELATED: This mother discovered she had breast cancer when
her son refused to breastfeed from her right breast Credit: IAN HOOTON/Getty Images Credit: mapodile/Getty Images At your appointment, the doctor will ask for your family history of breast cancer because having relatives with the disease can increase your chances of developing breast cancer yourself.
Even if no one in your family has had breast cancer, it is important to get a mammogram. Only 5% to 10% of breast cancers are considered hereditary, according to the American Cancer Society, so lots of women with no family history get breast cancer. Your doctor may go over other risk factors for
breast cancer that you might have, such as your alcohol intake or your weight. RELATED: There is usually no lump in this rare, aggressive form of breast cancer. Here's what you need to know, advertising Credit: JGI/Jamie Grill/Getty Images By Dr. Patel, mammogram appointments are fairly quick,
taking between 15 and 30 minutes for routine screening. When you arrive at the office, you change into a dress and take off your top for display. A technologist usually takes four shots – one from each breast compressed from top to bottom and one from each breast on the side view. Places mostly have
digital images, so they appear on the screen and the technologist looks at them and repeats them if the quality is not good, says Dr Patel. You head home or work and the radiologist reads your mammogram later in the day or the next day. If your mammogram is not screening, but is a diagnostic
mammogram to take a closer look at a specific problem such as discharge or lump, the radiologist will read your pictures immediately after the appointment. RELATED: This device could help find signs of breast cancer-but do you really need it? Credit: Tetra Images/Getty Images All centers are required
to send you a letter, notes Dr Patel. The letter will use easy-to-understand terms to explain the findings of your screening and tell you the next steps. If your screening is clear, the letter will tell you when to return to your next check. If a lump or mass is detected, your doctor will within a few days and ask
you to go back to the office for more pictures. In some cases, a radiologist may be able to advise what to do next during a mammogram. They [can] tell if everything looks fine if you need a tissue sample, or if it's probably ok and [you can] come back in six months to be safe, says Dr. Patel.RELATED:
Breast Cancer Pre-Screening Test You Should Get To Age 30 Credit: Jutta Klee/Getty Images For women with breast implants, the purpose of the mammogram is twofold, notes Dr. Patel. We can check the integrity of the implant through imaging, in addition to breast cancer screening. After looking at the
implants, mammogram technicians can move them out of the picture to get a better look at the breast tissue around them. You get more pictures than four women without implants would, but a mammogram is a way to ensure that your breasts-au natural or not-are safe. RELATED: 10 Things Women With



Breast Implants Should Know About Cancer Screening Advertising Credit: Hero Images/Getty Images Not only do mammograms provide peace of mind, but they can also catch breast cancer in the early stages, making it easier to treat. Are you still afraid of your first visit? Make it a party, dr. Margolies
suggests. Some women come and get their mammograms together and then go to lunch, she says. Whatever makes you go. To get our top stories delivered to your inbox, sign up for the Healthy Living newsletter New recommendations for breast cancer screening have some experts concerned. What the
updated guidelines mean for women's health care is up for debate, and there's a lot we still don't know. Share on PinterestWhy and how often should you get a mammogram? If you do not have any special risk factors for breast cancer, the recommendation is every two years. That's if you're between the
ages of 50 and 74. If you are 40 years of age or older than 74, the answer is much more complicated. After months of studying input from health professionals and the public, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force today released its latest recommendations for breast cancer screening. The guidelines
are not intended for women who are at high risk of the disease. The panel consists of independent experts in preventive care and evidence-based medicine. Details are published in the Annals of Internal Medicine. Read more: Why do we still not know who needs a mammogram? » The working group
found that mammography screening every two years can be effective for women aged 40 to 49, as well as those between 50 and 74.However, the panel did not go so far as to make that recommendation. Instead, she advises younger women to consult their doctors when making this decision. There's
less benefit and more potential for negative consequences for women in their 40s, according to the task force. The main problem is the frequency of false positives - those that indicate cancer when there is none. These can lead to more painful tests and risky and unnecessary procedures, as well as many
inevitable anxieties. There is also the potential for serious harm when women are treated aggressively for a type of cancer that would not be a threat to their health if left untreated. Our findings support a variety of options available to women – from beginning regular mammograms in their 40s, to waiting
until age 50 to start screening, when the likelihood of benefit is greater, Dr. Kirsten Bibbins-Domingo, Ph.D., vice chair of the task force, said in a press release. Women deserve to understand what science says about mammography screening so they can make the best decisions for themselves, in
collaboration with their doctor. Some experts have a problem with the instructions. About 25 percent of the cases of breast cancer I see in my practice occur in women under the age of 50, Dr. Diane Radford, a breast surgical oncologist who will join the Cleveland clinic next week, told Healthline.
Therefore, I feel that we need to be careful when it comes to excluding appropriate display in this group. Radford notes that the task force's recommendations vary for women depending on their own values, preferences and health history. It's important to note that, as we understand more about breast
cancer genetics, she said, women can be carriers of the low-penetration gene predisposition to breast cancer [although] they have no family history of breast cancer. Dr. Susan Boolbol is associate professor of surgery at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai and chief of breast surgery at Mount
Sinai Beth Israel. One point that has not been discussed is that early detection also potentially alters the treatment a woman needs to undergo for breast cancer and can also lead to less aggressive treatment, she told Healthline. Over the past few decades, there has been tremendous progress in overall
outcomes for women with breast cancer, Boolbol said. There are many reasons for the fact that 5-year survival rate for breast cancer is 90 percent, and early detection is one of them. Read more: Ultrasound effective in detecting breast cancer, but you still want a mammogram » For women 75 and over,
the working group does not provide any recommendations for or against mammography screening. They say more research is needed. Boolbol thinks the task force is mis-edging guidelines for women in this age group. At a breast cancer symposory in San Antonio in 2015, she presented an abstract on
the subject. In the Mount Sinai study she cited, 2,057 patients had screening mammography. Ten have been diagnosed with breast cancer. The rate of cancer detection in this group was 4.9 per 1,000 screening scans. According to Boolbol, it is nearly twice the rate the American College of Radiology uses
as standard when mammograms should be used. We should not make recommendations on the age limit, she said. It should really be based on the expected life span of the woman and her state of health. Read more: Early stage breast cancer patients should think twice The choice of mastectomy »
Dense breasts can make it difficult to detect breast cancer by mammography. The task force said more research was needed to consider the balance of benefits and harm screening in women with dense breasts. Further research may prove 3-D mammography effective in some women where older
technologies are lagging behind. Then there's the question of cost. The panel does not make recommendations on what health insurance companies should or should not cover. But insurers are certainly considering such recommendations when determining coverage. With this in mind, some experts
worry that insurers will eventually stop covering screening mammograms for women in their 40s combined. Without coverage, some women will not be able to get a mammogram, even if they want one or the doctor recommends one. If, as a result of these recommendations, changes in insurance
coverage or fewer women undergo screening for mammograms, Boolbol said, we will slowly erode all the progress we have made in this arena.
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